helps parents and teachers
Limit children's access to the Internet - Internet Illusion!

Protect Child from bad content - full control by Parents and Teachers.
Children learn English naturally:

playing, watching cartoons, communicate with peers and teachers. They will understand English.
Well-designed preschool education

reading, writing, mathematics, painting, logic, effective system stimulation of learning.
Save a lot of your time!

See details

http://babyenglish.club
Extra English
Educational Potential – Very good (5).
Positive messages – A lot of positive moments (5).
Language – Very good (5).
It uses effective methods for storing everyday words and phrases. You do not even notice, because You are passionate
about entertaining storyline.
You will easily understand what it was about because all the actors speak, not quickly and accurately, and most
importantly, very emotional and expressive.
To view sufficient knowledge of the language on the basis of the curriculum.
Each series has a sewn English subtitles, it is still possible to connect and Russian subtitles.
Cheerful British humor and everyday adventures of the main characters will not leave anyone indifferent.
With Extra TV series you as soon as possible to maximize your vocabulary and master perfect pronunciation.
Two girls - Bridget and Annie - remove a small flat in London. Bridget - a beautiful and ambitious blonde Annie - soft
and loving brunette animals.
They have a neighbor Nick - the most cheerful and reckless character is in love with Bridget. A fascinating story
begins when he comes - Hector! The guy from Argentina. He does not speak English, and with a dreadful Spanish
accent! But our heroes are ready to help him, and at the same time to get into the most incredible adventure !!!
See list of episodes with description below or on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extr@

1

Hector’s Arrival

2

Hector Goes Shopping

3

Hector Has a Date

4

Hector Looks for a Job

5

A Star Is Born

6

Bridget Wins the Lottery

7

The Twin

8

The Landlady’s Cousin

9

Jobs for the Boys

10

Annie’s Protest

11

Holiday Time

12

Football Crazy

13

A Wedding in the Air

14

Changes

15

The Bouncer

16

Uncle Nick

17

Cyber Stress

18

Just the Ticket

19

Kung Fu Fighting

20

Every Dog has its Day

21

The Entertainers

22

Haunting at Halloween

23

Truth or Dare

24

Pilot Nick

25

Art

26

Alibi

27

Can You Live Without ...?

28

Christmas

29

Camping

30

Love Hurts

